Severitl anomalous relativistic effects in XPS spectra of metals and binary compounds are review~d and explained in terms of combined spin-orbit and crystalfield interactions. The apparent spin-orbit splitting does not appear to be enhanced by renormalization effects, which would affect the expectation value of ++ t:l ~ itself. The variation of t:£·s with charge state is not large enough to be important in solids. Rather for both outer p and d shells, the splitting appears to be affected by "crystal-field".terms that carry the lattice symmetry.
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This is a Library Circulating Copy which may be borrowed for two weeks . is consistent with a t:£·s and a Y 4 interaction The absence of enhanoement splitting in valence-shell p shells in Pb and Bi is explained in terms of the -iv- lower symmetry of the p-wave func.tions as compared to those of the d-electrons and the only partial filling of p derived valence bands in these metals.
I. INTRODUCTION
A feature readily observed in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of heavier elements is a splitting of core levels, commonly referred to as spin-orbit splitting. Thj!s splitting reflects the two possible couplings of the core hole spin ~ with its angular momentum 1 forming total angular momentum eigenstates differing in energy by the difference in the expectation ++ value < ~.s > multiplied by a factor ~, the coupling strength.
Within the accuracy obtainable in earlier XPS work thesesplittings appeared to be eqUal in solids and gases and agreed as well as could be expected I with the s-o splitting obtained from optical data and relativistic HartreeFock calculations.
2 Improvement in the resolution obtained in XPS and the availability of UV sources in an energy range that gave access to ,the leastbound core levels improved the accuracy with which thesesplittings could be Il\easured to an extent that made it possible to measure small deviations of the spin-orbit splitting in solids from those measured in the gas phase. Furthermore even changes in the splitting of the outermost d-Ievels in Zn and Cd have been observed in going from the metal to binary compounds containing one of these 3 4 elements •. ,
In this ~aper we discuss some of the effects responsible the observed splittings and their changes. In Sec. II we review the experimental data that will be discussed. In Sec. III we present the results of a simple model calculation that explains some of the puzzling experimental findings in terms of the influence of crystal fields of low symmetry on the energies of final states.
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II. THE EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR SPIN:-ORBIT LIKE SPLITTINGS IN ELEMENTS AND COMPOUNDS
We shall consider only electronic excitations extending to about 50 eV , above the ground state. This allows us to compare data obtained from two or more of: optical spectroscopy, UV photoemission, and XPS. The resolution of photoemission spectroscopy then further restricts our study to levels split by at least'\., 0.4 eV; Le., to the outermost d-levels of the group II to VII elements and the p-levels of some of the heavier elements in the sixth row of the periodic system. The available data on these levels are set out in Table I .
The elements listed in Table I splitting considerably more than the corresponding increase in ionic charge.
These two points are consequences of the approximate form of the spiriorbit Hamiltonian-operator:
LS
neglecting exchange effects and the mutual spin-orbit and spin-spin interaction of electrons in unfilled shells. 6 Here a is the 'fine-structure constant and V is the shielded nuclear potential. The dependence of the expectation value The variation in the operator ---upon charge r dr transfer in outer shells is very smali in this region.
From these considerations it is clear that the atoms chosen in Table I In the next section, we will attempt to show that this behavior can be explained by the effects of crystal fields of different symmetries on atomic levels in the solid.
In this section we will discuss the influences on the apparent spinorbit splitting of "core-like" d-levels of an atom surrounded by other atoms in a solid.
This appli.es to the case of Cd and other elements which do not show appreciable band-structure broadening of the d-levels, in contrast to, e. g. , Au, where the width of the t\tlO components is comparable or even greater than the total splitting. We will refer to the latter as "band like" levels.
This distinction implies that .in the former category energy dispersion
wlth wave vector k may be neglected. That is, we treat those lev~ls as if the
-energy ordering at k = 0 is retained throughout the Brillouin zone. The justification for this approach is derived directly from experimental evidence (1. e., line widths) rather than from assumptions about overl-ap-integrals and potentials: it therefore possesses a high degree of validity.
We note at the outset that we are dealing with final-state structure following photoemission from a closed shell. This is manifestly a one-electron (hole) problem. The appropriate d hole state Hamiltonian in the one-electron approximation has the form
Here hO contains the kinetic energy operator and the spherical Coulomb potential of the nuclear charge 7. screened by the inner electrons forming (1) closed shells. The h . term summarizes the potentials due to the neighboring .cryst atomic cores and the valence electrons including the valence electrons of the atom under consideration, and h is 'the one-electron spin-orbit hamiltonian. s.o. 
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We wish to show that the differences in the value for the d-level split- order effect in the expansion of the relativistic energy expression for a spinning electron in an electric field u. 9 . The reduction to a non-relativistic f~'rrnlO gives the result (in atomic units) :
the expression already given in Sec. II These changes can be considered in two parts:
(i) Renormalization of 1P d due to the necessary erthogonalizatien of l~d with respect to wave functions on neighboring atoms . In the simplest case of orthogonalization to one other orbital, this leads to a renormalization-
',where S is the overlap integral between the two orbitals.
" . 11 The extension to more than two orbitals has been given by Lbwd~n. This leads to an increase in: the coefficient of ~d and therefore in the Lande factor ~d.
The components added to the wave function upon orthogonalization make only vanishing contributions for small r, the region which determines ~d.
(ii) A mixing of the d-electrons with electrons of different symmetry It is evident from the data in Table I to be 5/2 ~ = 0.7 eVand the increase in spin-orbit splitting as measured from the spectrum appears to be 58%. The :r;atio of the amplitudes of the two components is reduced to 1.21 from th~ expected value 1.5 when equal line widths are assumed. This j-s in good agreement with the value 1. 3 quoted in ref. 3 • for the Cd 4d spectrum. in Cd metal and lends further support to our inte;rpretation.
The influence of a non-vanishing A4 on the level scheme of Fig. Ibhas been tested, and is found to be compatible with the above discussion as long as A4 is negative and does not exceed-30% of the absolute value of A is symmetry-induced is supported by three pieces of additional experimental data. Another physical property that.is known to be proportional to the L=2 term in an expansion similar to that of expression (5) are plotted against the increase in apparent~E ,for these metals in Fig. 3 .
The plot shows a quite convincing correlation between the excess splitting and the quadrupole interaction of the few points available.
The only non cubic metal,that does not clearly exhibit the expected increase in ~E is Sb. The group V semimetals As, Sb and Hi crystallize in the same s.o.
rhombohedral structure which can be thought of as being composed'of two interpenetrating, trigonally distorted f.c.c. lattices. 16 The trigonal distortion decreases in this series with increasing atomic number. It appears that the distortion in Sb is already too small to result in a measurable increase in the splitting of the 4d-levels. This conclusion is corroborated by the results of the quadrupole'interaction of 204pb in the series of As, Sb, and Bi host lattices. 15 The "interaction strength eqQ/h decreases by factors of two from one lattice to the next. The~E enhancement in In represents s.o.
about the smallest value measurable by photoemission; therefore in Sb, where eqQ/h is reduced by a factor of 0.8 from its value in In, the enhancement should not be detectable.
We have used the analogy between the electric field gradient and the enhanced spin-orbit splitting as a diagnostic tool in the last few paragraphs. It should ,,, however be stressed, that this analogy extends only to the similarity in the geometrical' , conditions which make both effects possible. We cannot 'expect that the actual matrix
• elements involved in the description of these quite different phenomena are equal.
Th~ nuclear quadrupole interaction deals with the field gradient at the nucleus of a neutral impurity atom. The increase in llE comes about through the interaction of . s. o.
d-electrons in an ionized lattice atom with its surrounding.
Before we turn ,to the valence bands, ,let us consider the case of the tellurium salts. , 9 The level scheme for a d configuration in a tetrahedral environment is shown Fig. 4 . as a function of A4
The degeneracy of the d S / 2 state is partially lifted into a singly degenerate state fS (excluding spin degeneracy).
The degeneracy of d 3 / 2 (fs) is preserved.
For A4 < 0 the apparent splitting between the upper fS level and the lower f7 -rs doublet could increase significantly over S/2 I~I without altering the overall appearance of the spectrum greatly provided that the natural width of the component lines is fairly large, as wbuld be the case for the semiconductors discussed here.
For A4 > 0 no such increase in the apparent spin-orbit splitting would be observed for small A 4 (A 4 < 1) but rather the evolution of three separate lines which finally (A 4 > loS) resolve into two lines with a reversed intensity ratio of 3:2, in cqntrast to experimental observation.
The 3% increase in apparent ~E for the tellurides is therefore s.o.
compatible with a negative A4 of the order of '" o.sl~l, or '" 0.7S eVe This is a magnitude entirely consistent with expectations for a Te ion surrounded tetrahedrally by four group II ions in the II-VI compounds or by 6 Pb ions in the NaCl structure of PbTe.
The sign of A4 is compatible only with primarily electronic contributions to the crystal field Hamiltonion, however.
Because of the absence of any enhancement of ~E for the cations of , s.o.
these lattices and for the d-levels of all other binary compounds in Table I (IA4 < 0. Alcng the symmetry directicns .on the surface .of the BZ this degeneracy is partially lifted fcrming a sing lett and a dcublett level at each symmetry pcint except K.
The energy dispersicn .of these bands alcng the surface .of the BZ is in general smaller than their splitting, 9iving rise tc a twc peaked density .of states.
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In Pb an Bi, with 2 and 3 p-electrons respectively, only the bands in the lower peak of p(E) are occupied, so that we would observe a single peak in the xPSspectrum in the absence of spin-orbit interaction. In the presence of spin-orbit interaction however the two fold degenerate level at W splits and an inspection of the relativistic band structure of Pb by Loucks (l7)reveals, that this splitting is preserved over much of the surface of the BZ giving rise to the observed doublett in the occupied part of p(E). In the tight binging approximation, and in the absence of s-p hybridyzation the splitting at W equals the atomic splitting, a result that is in good agreement with experiment. z.
• = z~nchlende structure "
., -Pig 4. 
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